Consider the nonlinear impulsive Volterra integral equation in E: z(t) = zo(t + / II(t,s,z(s))ds + ak(t)I(z(t)), (1) to o < k < where zoPC [,E] , HC[FxE, E] , F={(t,s)xJ:t>s}, IC[E,E] and a k E C[J,R1], = Irk, T] (k = 1,2,...,m). z PC [J,E] is called a solution of Equation (1) if it satisfies (1) for all t J. 
Then, for any r > O, A is a strict set contraction from B r into PC[J,E], i.e. A is continuous and bounded and there exists a constant 0 < k r < 1 such that a(A(S))< kra(S for any SCB r.
Proof:
It is easy to see that the uniform continuity of H on F x T r implies the boundedness of H on F x Tr, and so A is a bounded and continuous operator from B r into PC [J,E] . By the uniform continuity of H and (4) and using Lemma 
we have S(J) = [.J{Sj(Ji)): i= 1, 2,. nk; k = 0,1,...,m; j = 1, 2,. ., p}. For a:(t),(t')(5 Sj(J i)) (i.e. z, (5 Sj, t,t' (5 ji)), we find by (10) II ( 
a(S(J)) _< 2a(S).
Finally, (7), (8), (12) and (13) (a) t* tk(k-1,2,..., m). In this case, u and v are continuous at t = t', and so (16) implies that there exists 6>0 such that u(t)<<v(t) for t*< t < t*+$, which contradicts the definition of t". 
tO 3=1 where u(tk + ), v(tk + ), z0(tk+) denote the right limits of u, v,z 0 at t = tk, respectively. It follows from (16), (17), (18) (k = 1, 2, ., m). 
For any t' 6 B R (i.e. (1) ;gl(tl "1" l(tl) "4" 1 It I = x2(tl)-F z;g21 t tl =/r2(;tl "1" ).
It follows from (38) and (39) that (t) = (ta + )e M(t t) = 0 for t < t _< t. (39) Similarly, we can show (t) = 0 for t 2 < t _< T, i.e. z = z2, and the lemma is proved. Let cone P be solid and It: be strongly increasing (k = 1,2,...,). (47) Let E = {x-(zx,...,Zn,...):SUnP[Zn < } with norm z,, l, P-{z-(zl,...,zn,...} fi E; z, > 0, n = 1,2,3,...}. It is well known that E is a Banach space and P is a solid cone in E with Jut(P)= {z = (z,...,z,,...) E;infz, > 0}. Evidently, the bounded solution z = (z,...,zn,...) of IVP (48) [11 [2] [3]
